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Executive Summary
This report provides an overview of progressed made with regards to the Deliverable 2.2. The report outlines
the objectives and the tasks. It then gives detailed of what has been done by the ESRs and followed by the
specific tasks achieved.
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1. Work Package Objectives
To develop an ultra-high-speed VLC wireless access links for indoor and outdoor environments based on the
efficient multiple access techniques while addressing user mobility with improved reliability. Major
Deliverables are: D2.1: VLC CM and novel PHY and upper layers algorithms (M18); D2.2: VLC design for
multiuser applications (M26); D2.3: OCC for indoor/outdoor VLC (M35); D2.4: high data rate organic VLC
(M35); D2.5: IL solutions (M35); D2.6: PhD thesis of ESRs 1 to 7 (M45).

2. Work Package general progress
The progress made in WP2 and in particular the D2.2 has been in line with what was proposed in the VisIoN
proposal. D2.2 is all about VLC design for multiuser applications, which is covered by two ESRs, ESR3 and ESR6.
The work carried out include, mathematical modelling, simulation and experimental investigations as outlined
in the following sections.

2.1 Channel Modelling - ESR3
The research focus has been on developing multiple access (MA) schemes and cellular architecture solutions
for large space VLC applications in order to address some of the key challenges such as the limited bandwidth
of the light emitting diodes (LEDs), a large number of users, high data rates, the inter-user interference (IUI)
and the inter-cell interference, user’s mobility, and the performance. In assessing the impact of the MA and
cellular architecture in VLC systems, understanding the channel is essential. ESR3 investigated a number of a
channel models, which are suitable for this purpose and adopted the model introduced in [1] as a reference
model since it consider the reflectance values’ being wavelength dependent. Results generated for line of sight
(LOS) and non-line of sight (NLOS) configurations were in good agreement with [1], see Table 1.
Table 1 Channel models

Parameter
LOS Power Received (1 LED Scenario)
Non-LOS - 1st Reflection (1 LED Scenario)
LOS Power Received (4 LEDs Scenario)
Non-LOS - 1st Reflection (4 LEDs Scenario)
RMS delay spread (LOS only) (4 LEDs Scenario)
Mean excess delay (LOS only) (4 LEDs Scenario)

Reported in [1]
1.232 μW
0.467 μW
231.47 μW
87.82 μW
1.98 ns
12.50 ns

Value
Re-produced by ESR 3
1.2318 μW
0.47019 μW
231.6 μW
87.824 μW
1.9799 ns
ns

2.2 Multiuser Indoor VLC - ESR3
ESR3 has carried out the analysis for the performance and compatibility of different MA techniques of timedivision MA, optical code-division MA, space-division MA (SDMA), OFDMA, and non-orthogonal multiple
access (NOMA) for VLC applications in large areas [2, 3]. Table 2 shows comparison between these schemes
with respect to the number of users, data rates and ICI.
Table 2 Comparison between the considered MA techniques

TDMA
ICI
Large no. of users
High data rates
Security: Public
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O-CDMA

OFDMA
✓
✓

NOMA
✓
✓
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The results show the advantages of SDMA, OFDMA, and NOMA schemes compared to TDMA and O-CDMA.
However, SDMA will need special LEDs and optics and therefore is not considered. Comparison of OFDMA and
NOMA over 3-large space multi-cell VLC scenarios show increased complexity with the number of users in each
scenario. In OFDMA, for managing the inter-channel interference ICI) a strict fractional frequency reuse policy
was considered, where the bandwidth is shared between cells. Figure 1 shows a top view for VLC application
scenarios, while Figure 2 depicts the sum-rate/user for OFDMA and NOMA for 3-scenario, showing that
OFDMA maintains a lower variation of the achievable throughput for users compared with NOMA.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 1 Top view of scenarios: (a) 1, (b) 2 and (c) 3

However, we conclude that OFDMA maintained less variation for the achievable throughput values of the users
compared with NOMA. Although the highest individual performance was achieved by NOMA users (in
particular by the highest channel gain users in each cell, which is reiterated to NOMA properties [4], as a result
of the decoding order), OFDMA offered a more homogenous performance over the 3 scenarios.

(a)
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(b)

(c)
Figure 2 Maximum achievable user’s throughput using NOMA and OFDMA for scenarios: (a) 1, (b) 2 and (c) 3

Figure 3 shows a comparison between the sum rates of CEUs and the whole network for 3 scenarios and for
OFDMA and NOMA. Results show that NOMA enabled improved throughput for all the scenarios, while
OFDMA offered improved sum rate performance for CEUs due to usage of interference mitigation
technique, which decreased the effect of ICI. However, the difference in the performance gain of CEUs
decreased, in favour of NOMA, with the increase in the number of users in the network. Note, increasing
the number of users resulted in (i) NOMA offering improved performance in terms of sum rate compared
with OFDMA for the entire network; (ii) deteiroated performance of OFDMA for the sum rate of CEUs with
respect to NOMA; and (iii) OFDMA offering improved performance in terms of fairness. Based on these
results, the focuse was on optimization of NOMA as a possible solution for VLC in large space scenarios,
since it supports high data rates. ESR3 is currently working on this, and will varify it experimentally in his
planned secondments.

Figure 3 Maximum throughput for CEUs and the total for all users, OFDMA and NOMA, for 3 scenarios [2]
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2.3 Cellular architecture solutions - ESR3
Currently carrying out extensive literature review on the cellular architecture solutions for VLC to identify the
shortcomings of the current solutions used/proposed for VLC especially when considering user’s mobility.
Viable solutions will be proposed to improve the VLC systems’ performance when operating in large spaces,
which will be verified experimentally during the planned secondments.

2.4 VLC in Internet of Things – Physical layer - ESR6
Table 3 outlines the general problem statements and what needs doing and how. The work involves a number
of steps as outlined in the followings.
Table 3 Problem statement

Statement
Neural network
(NN) based motion
detection (MD) with
indoor optical
camera comm.
(OCC): Fast
processing with
relative accuracy
and communication
quality.
Selective capture
(SC)/region of
interest (RoI) based
enhancement of
indoor/outdoor
optical internet of
things (O-IoT).
Hybrid O-IoT based
device-to-device
(D2D)
communication
schemes: switching
between OCC and
VLC
A multiuser/multi
devices system
based hybrid O-IoT.

Related existing study
Motion over camera using a
complex but reliable quadrant
division based MD algorithms
[5].
Trained neurons based MD using
simple variable backpropagation
algorithm [6].

What to overcome?
Test and verify the
algorithms in NN that
can help to improve the
MD accuracy as well as
reduce the processing
time.

SC/RoI based signaling in OCC:
static scheme and applied in
post processing of data. [7,8].

Define application
based SC/RoI.
Need to implement it in
a dynamic environment.

[9]

How?
Define MD as one
of the relevant
problems of pattern
recognition in NN.

Applying SC/RoI
while capturing
Use tracking to
track the defined
region in the
dynamic
environment.
To know the exact
Using FPGA for fast
switching
switching and high
environment/conditions speed cameras
for VLC and OCC links.
Switching ID.

2.4.1 Performance evaluation of the NN-MD scheme in indoor OCC
In OCC VLC systems, optical shadowing due to user’s motion will affect the system performance. Thus, image
processing is critical for retrieving the transmitted data from the captured image frames. Intelligent machinelearning techniques (i.e., ANN) have been used in image recognition for identifying objects’ shape in the image,
transcribing speech into a text, matching classified items and predicting the relevant results from network
training [10]. MD reported are OCC in motion over camera [11], trained neuron-based MD (TNMD) [12], VLC
based MD [13] and LiSense [14], see Table 4 for more details.
Security: Public
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Table 4 Existing MD schemes

Tx

Rx

Detection
algorithm
Motion
distance
(between
detector
and user)
MD
accuracy

L

MoC [11]
8×8 red dot
matrix LED with
10 illumination
LEDs
Android
smartphone
front camera
(1920 × 1080)
Quadrant
division based
MD
algorithm
7 - 8 cm

TNMD [12]
8 × 8 RGB LED
array

VLC based MD [13]
20 RGB LEDs

LiSense [14]
5 off-the-shelf
commercial LED
lights

Android
smartphone
front camera
(1920 × 1080)
Trained
neuron based
MD

9 photodetectors (PDs)

324 PDs with 90° field
of vision in a 3 m × 3
m area

Pattern detection
algorithm

LiSense: Sensing of
light and analyzing
the shadow patterns

Up to 10 cm

Not specified

User moving in freespace between LEDs
and PDs (2.65 m
height)

96 % at L of12
cm

97 % at L of
120 cm

12-18 cm

25-200 cm

Not specified but states
high level of accuracy
without affecting
communication quality up
to L of 60 cm
40-100 cm

Blockage detection
with respect to
incident angle: 100 %
at (0, 32) and 58-90
% at (43.2, 45)
Height of room: 265
cm

All systems demonstrate, MD is better than existing VLC with different detection algorithms. The focus here
has been on the performance evaluation of various ANN training algorithms, which provide efficient and
reliable MD functionality along with vision, illumination, data communications and sensing in indoor OCC. The
work has focused on defining a pattern recognition algorithm for MD and analyzing the results for each of the
transfer function algorithms used within the pattern recognition algorithm. Figure 4(a) illustrates the system
overview of the proposed OCC-based NN assisted MD in an indoor environment. A data packet of 12.8 kbits
non-return-to-zero (NRZ) on-off keying (OOK) is first mapped according to the addresses of 8 × 8 red, green
and blue (RGB) Neo pixel LED array using an Arduino Uno board (an open source microcontroller board based
on the ATmega328 [6]). The intensity modulated (IM) light signal is transmitted over the free space channel.
At the receiver (Rx), an Android smartphone’s front camera with the frame rate of 30 frames per second (fps)
and a resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels is used to capture the images (i.e., a video stream) of the IM LED array.
In this work, the mobile phone is assumed to be located in a static position directly beneath the LED transmitter
(Tx) at a height of 20 to 200 cm. Figure 4(b) shows the flowchart of MD and communication analysis at the Rx.
Note, motion is achieved by the user’s finger moving over the camera. Both the RGB LEDs and finger movement
are simultaneously captured by the camera in the form of a video stream, which is then divided into frames
for post-image processing using MATLAB. Typically, the recorded video length depends on the motion duration
Δt with the mean and maximum values of ~ 2.5 s and 4.5 s, respectively. For a camera, with a frame rate of 30
fps the captured frames of 75 and 135 are for Δt of 2.5 s and 4.5 s, respectively.
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Figure 4 System overview: (a) proposed NN assisted MD in OCC, and (b) a flowchart of MD and communication analysis
[15]

Experimental results are shown in Figure 5. We have adopted a transmit data compensation scheme based on
the anchor LEDs (4 per frame) and a synchronization LED for time synchronization, which is located in the 1st
frame as in [2], in order to overcome blocking or shadowing due to mobility as depicted in Figure 5(a). The data
compensation scheme is based on discarding damaged frames due to the blocking of the anchor LEDs and
requesting re-transmission. Note that, obstacles may fully/partially block one or more anchor LEDs, thus
resulting in damaged frames, see Figure 5(b), which will lead to increased bit error rate (BERs). The use of
anchor LEDs (i.e., 4-bit/frame, in this case) results in reduced data throughput per frame, thus the trade-off
between the BER and the data throughput. For the proposed OCC scheme, we have adopted an efficient
detection scheme of differential detection threshold (DDT) [15]. In the DDT scheme, the threshold level is
defined in terms of the quantized intensity level within the range of [0-255]. Figure 5(c) provides the quantized
intensity of the detected data. Based on DDT the initial value of threshold level was set to 181 level of quantized
intensity as in [15]. Note, the threshold level can be adaptively set based on the intensity levels in the image
frame.

Figure 5 (a) Tx configuration, (b) damaged frames due to blocking (c) quantized intensity of the detected data

2.4.2 Simulation of NN-based MD for OCC
Figure 6 illustrates the NN structure for MD performance evaluation. The input for the training was set as 100
centroid data samples. Therefore, 20 centroid data samples for each of the five predefined motions were
employed for training. We obtained 100 centroid coordinate data samples from 100 motion performances
over different OCC link span ranging from 20 cm to 200 cm. The NN can be utilized to identify only predefined
motions, therefore the system can be pretrained using the centroid coordinate data samples (obtained from
the performed motion) to improve MD’s capability. It is important to note that the training process is
performed with the considered five predefined motions only. Two hidden layers comprising of 100 and 5
Security: Public
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neurons, respectively are formed while NN training. The hidden layers of NN are used to detect and identify
the user’s motion. The output of this NN training process is then expressed in the form of five-bit training labels
representing the five predefined motions (i.e., variants of linear, circular and curvature movements).

Figure 6 NN structure for MD performance evaluation [15]

For NN training, nine different transfer function based training algorithms were used as listed in Table 5. To
select the best training algorithm with respect to network complexity, factors such as a number of neurons in
the hidden layers, processing time, error measurement and network type used for pattern recognition have to
be considered [16]. In the proposed scheme, we train the NN with motion centroids which is considered to
have some specific pattern, therefore we evaluate the performance considering pattern recognition problem
that has the ability to identify the class of input signals or patterns. The training parameters such as training
goal, iterations and time were set to the same values for all the training algorithms in order to evaluate their
performance in the same training environment.
Table 5 Training algorithms used for MD [16]

Transfer function algorithm
Levenberg-Marquardt
Resilient Backpropagation
Scaled Conjugate Gradient
Conjugate Gradient with Powell/Beale Restarts
Fletcher-Powell Conjugate Gradient
Polak-Ribiere Conjugate Gradient
One Step Secant
Gradient descent

Acronym
LM
RP
SCG
CGB
CGF
CGP
OSS
GDX

Figure 7 illustrates the NN structure used here. The input for the training was set as 100 centroid data samples
(i.e., 20 centroid data samples / five predefined motions were employed for training). Obtained 100 centroid
coordinate data samples from 100 motions for OCC link spans of 20 to 200 cm. The hidden layers of NN are
used to detect and identify the user’s motion. The output of this NN training process is then expressed in the
form of five-bit training labels representing the five predefined motions (i.e., variants of linear, circular and
curvature movements). Figure 7(b) shows the experimental results of the detected motion centroids and
corresponding control signals. Figure 8(a) shows the results of the MD performance analysis in terms of mean
squared error (MSE) and processing time for all the tested transfer function algorithms as listed in Table 5.
Note that, these MSE and processing time values are obtained by averaging 1000 training iterations and OCC
link span ranging from 20 - 200 cm for all the transfer function algorithms. As can be seen from Figure 5(a), the
RP algorithm converges fastest, reaching the minimum error of 5.1 × 10−5 within a processing time window of
0.67 s, as compared to other algorithms. Figure 8(b) shows the MD accuracy with respect to transmission
distances (L) for all tested transfer function algorithms. It can be seen that the RP algorithm performs best
having MD accuracy of 100 % up to 1.6 m and 96.5 % at the maximum L of 2 m.
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Figure 7 Experiment results for motion centroids (plotted area corresponds to the frame 1920 × 1080 pixels) with
corresponding control signals representing (a) variants of linear motion (b) variants of circular motion (c) curvatures
[15]

Figue 8 MD performance analysis (a) the MSE and processing time (b) the MD accuracy and L [15]

Figure 9 shows the link’s BER and PSNR performance against L for 12.8 kbits of data and four-bit header at a
Rd of 1.199 kbps, where error free data transmission is achieved at L up to 80 cm. Note, at the forward error
correction (FEC) limit of 3.8 × 10-3 at L of 1.17 m, which is achieved because of the data compensation scheme.
The transmission span of 1.17 m is a typical range in environments such as hospital wards, etc.

Figure 9 OCC performance analysis: the BER performance as a function of the transmission span L, and the PSNR with
respect to BER [15]
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2.4.3 MIMO OCC VLC
In camera, the exposure time determines how light or dark a captured image will appear. Too much of light
overexposes images while less light underexposes images [17, 18]. As shown in Figure 10(a), an 8×8 RGB LED
array is employed as Tx and smartphone camera as a Rx. The LED array is controlled using an Arduino Uno
board. The Arduino UNO is an open-source microcontroller board based on the ATmega328 [19]. A random
binary data stream is generated at processing PC and the data is mapped according to each LED address
through Arduino Uno board. For the data modulation, we employed OOK that is most commonly used for OCC
to transmit data, through each LED of the 8 × 8 RGB LED array. The OCC link in proposed study is static,
therefore, we include only one anchor LED in the first frame of data transmission for evaluating the transmitted
data in the Rx. The data reception is carried out using a smartphone camera as shown in Figure 10(a). A
Samsung Galaxy S9 smartphone camera with FHD (1920 × 1080 pixels) resolution was used as the Rx. The
demodulation process performs time synchronization based on the anchor and spatial synchronization to
extract the data LED from the received data frames [20]. For the precise LED detection in the array on the OCC
link, an efficient detection scheme called differential detection threshold (DDT) was employed [21].

(a)

(c)
(b)
Figure 10 (a) Block diagram of smartphone camera based OCC, (b) Smartphone camera based OCC experiment setup
and Performance analysis: SNR with respect to ISO

Experiments were conducted to verify the effect of camera exposure settings on OCC using Samsung Galaxy
S9 smartphone camera as a Rx and 8×8 Neo pixel RGB LED array as Tx, see Figure 10(b). Both the front and rear
camera of Samsung Galaxy S9 smartphone support FHD resolution with 379.8 PPI, therefore any can be utilized
as the Rx. Experiments were conducted to verify the effect of camera exposure settings on OCC link at two
different L, i.e., 100 and 200 cm by changing the smartphone camera exposure settings under a static condition
and changing the ISO values from 100 to 800. It can be seen from Figure 10(c) that the SNR degrades with
increase in ISO value and L. The SNR at 100 and 200 cm and for L of 20.64 and 16.87 dB for ISO value of 100
which reduces to SNR of 17.41 and 13.32 dB for ISO value of 800. Figure 11 illustrates the captured LED with
shutter speeds of 1/6000 s and 1/20 s for a 1 m OCC link and their image intensity profiles. The original captured
images were cropped to a 160 × 60 pixel size to plot the respective image intensity profile of the captured LED
array. It can be seen that, the pixel intensities (measured from 0 to 255) for each LED peak is well
Security: Public
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distinguishable and the intensity at each peak 252, which is close to the maximum intensity. As the shutter
speed increases from 1/6000 s to 1/20 s, blooming of the LED array can be seen in Figure 11(b). This is due to
the fact that increasing in the shutter speed a higher time of light passing through the camera lens, thus
increasing the number of incoming photons. Due to this, the photons start to spread and merge with the
photons on the adjacent pixels causing blooming effect as seen in Figure 11(b). The pixel intensity in this case
is 254, which is higher compared to intensity shown in Figure 11(a) due to the blooming effect. The BER for the
shutter speed of 1/6000 s is 1.3 × 10−3 (below the forward error correction BER limit of 3.8×10−3) at 1 m, which
degrades to 0.0125 at a shutter speed of 1/20 s.

Figure 11 Captured LED array at L of 1 m for shutter speeds of 1/6000 s and 1/20 s

2.4.4 RS based MIMO and grouped LED array for IoT
In OCC, the provision of both flicker-free illumination and high data rate is a challenging issue. However, this
issue can be resolved by utilizing a rolling-shutter (RS) property, which is inherited from complementary metaloxide-semiconductor sensors adopted in most commonly used digital cameras. The main aim is to develop a
new simplified Tx design that can provide a flicker OCC links when deployed with RS capturing based camera
as the Rx. In [22], MIMO with an array of RGB LEDs was adopted to increase Rb. A color-intensity modulation
(CIM) MIMO scheme providing a Rb of 126.72 kbps was achieved using 256-CIM to 192 LEDs at a transmission
frequency of 82.5 Hz (still lower for flicker-free links) and a 330 frames per second (fps) mobile phone camera
[24]. In IoT, reliable, robust and flicker-free communication is of more importance as compared to high-speed
communications in smart environments with a few kbps of data that is sufficient for short range applications
Figure 12(a) shows the Tx unit - 64-neopixel array with 8 × 8 small chip-LEDs, 1 cm thick LED grouping grid to
separate the LED groups and an opaline methacrylate LED diffuser. Since the size of each chip-LED, 5 mm × 5
mm, is much smaller than the distance between adjacent chip-LEDs, 9 mm, each light is captured by the image
sensor as a discrete image. The LED grouping grid divides the 64-neopixel array into 8 different column groups
with 8 LEDs in each group to have 8 different data streams within a single neopixel LED array. A lux meter was
used to measure the angular dependence of luminance of both the single LED in the array and LED 8 x 8
horizontal and vertical array. As expected, the profiles for single LED represent complete hemispheres close to
Lambertian emitter with m(single LED) = 1 (see Figure 13(a)). The profile for the LED array without diffuser is
then a bit spreader over m(LED array) = 0.74 due to spacing gap of 9 mm in adjacent LED chips and with diffuser
spreads over m = 0.75 (see Fig. 13(b)). This measured radiation pattern can be further used to study the
proposed MIMO-OCC links with mobility and multi-user schemes using proposed Tx design.
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Figure 12 Tx unit (a) assembly of the Tx unit and (b) Tx – LED array configuration [24]

Figure 13 Measured Tx radiation patterns: (a) for single LED in an array and for full LED array and (b) for full LED array
with grid and diffuser attached [24]

To calculate and check the upper bound of the system we transmitted some known bit stream in NRZ-OOK
through respective LED group as shown in Figure 14(a). Note that, all the 8 LEDs in each group transmits same
data as assigned. The experimental setup for the MIMO-OCC scheme demonstration is shown in Figure 14(b).
The Tx unit was controlled using an Arduino Uno board, which is an open-source microcontroller board based
on the ATmega328 [19]. The data stream of 64 bits (8-bits each group as shown in Fig. 14(a)) was generated in
the Arduino software domain and was mapped to each LED (i.e., address) using Arduino Uno board. The key
experimental parameters are listed in Table I. The camera used for the setup is the Raspberry Pi official camera,
model PiCamera V2, which is based on the Sony IMX219 sensor [25]. For the purpose of demonstration of the
proposed study, experiments were performed at nine different L values and four different SS values. Figure
14(b) also shows the captured Tx unit showing RS based captured data over 8 different LED groups on the
Raspberry display screen. Figure 15 shows the original capture image frames, quantized intensity of detected
data and top view of the intensity profile at L of 20 and 100 cm and shutter speeds (SS) of 200 and 800 µs.

Figure 14 (a) Transmitted data bit stream via LED group and (b) Experiment setup of MIMO-OCC scheme [24]
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Figure 15 MIMO-OCC performance: the data throughput with respect to Nvisible bits in each group over L [24]

Figure 16(a) shows the performance of the OCC link in terms of PSNR with respect to L for a range of SS. From
the results, Figure 16(a), PSNR decreases with the increased L, increases with SS. This is due to the fact that
images of the Tx captured at higher SS are more saturated as compared to images captured at small SS. PSNR
of ~14 and ~16 dB is measured for SS of 200 and 800 µs, respectively at L of 100 cm. While maximum values of
PSNR of ~18 and ~19 dB ares measured for SS of 200 and 800 µs at L of 20 cm. Figure 16(b) illustrates
performance of the proposed MIMO-OCC link in terms of percentage success of the received bits with respect
to L for a range of SS. It can be seen that 100 % success is achieved up to L of 80 cm for SS of 200 and 400 µs.
while for SS of 600 and 800 µs, the percentage success of received bits reduces to 95 and 89 %. This is due to
the fact that the images get saturated with increase in SS values.

Figure 16 MIMO-OCC performance analysis: (a) the PSNR and (b) success of reception with respect to L [24]

2.5 Summary
Different channel models’ for VLC were considered and the most suitable model was selected that matched
characteristics of the VLC systems for indoor applications. The selected channel model was investigated and
validated for the intended application. Different MA techniques for large space VLC scenarios were compared
and the most compatible MA techniques were adopted by means of simulations. Optimizing the selected MA
technique is ongoing. The performance of NN assisted MD in OCC experimentally evaluated comparing the MD
for nine different transfer function based training algorithms in NN. The evaluation was based on the training
parameters such as processing time, the iterations carried out by NN for MD, the accuracy of MD, MSE and the
OCC communications link quality in terms of the BER and PSNR performance with respect to the OCC link span.
The effect of smartphone camera exposure settings on OCC was performed using a Samsung Galaxy S9, and
Security: Public
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experimental results demonstrated that higher ISOs and shutter speeds increased the sensitivity of camera to
absorb light faster and therefore experienced more noise. Develop a new simplified Tx design that can provide
a flicker OCC links when deployed with rolling shutter capturing based camera as the Rx.
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Challenges,” 2018 IEEE International Conference on Internet of Things and Intelligence System (IOTAIS),
Bali, 2018, pp. 40-45.
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S. R. Teli, S. Zvanovec and Z. Ghassemlooy, “Experimental Investigation of Neuron Based Motion
Detection in Internet of Things using Optical Camera Communications,” 2019 26th International
Conference on Telecommunications (ICT), Hanoi, Vietnam, 2019, pp. 202-205.
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S. R. Teli, S. Zvanovec and Z. Ghassemlooy, “The first tests of smartphone camera exposure effect on
optical camera communication links,” 2019 15th International Conference on Telecommunications
(ConTEL), Graz, Austria, 2019, pp. 1-6.

P7.

E. Eso, S. R. Teli, N. B. Hassan, S. Vitek, Z. Ghassemlooy and S. Zvanovec, “A 400m visible light
communication link with rolling shutter based optical camera communications,” Optics Letters.
(Submitted)
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S. R. Teli, V. Matus, S. Zvanovec, R. Perez-Jimenez, S. Vitek and Z. Ghassemlooy, “Optical camera
communication within IoT: rolling shutter based MIMO scheme using grouped LED array,” IEEE Access.
(Submitted)

3. Future works
Experimental realization of the developed MA solution for VLC in the planned secondments and development
of cellular architectural solution for VLC systems. Experimental realization of the cellular architecture solution
developed for VLC in the planned secondments (ESR3). Continue investigating the camera exposure time on
OCC links with the aim of increasing the communication link span using large LED array transmitter. Performing
further analysis of MIMO-OCC scheme considering multi transmission-reception scenario and the effect of
angular alignment as part of mobility. To implement hybrid transceiver scheme for VLC-OCC. To modifying the
current experiment test-beds accordingly (ESR6).
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